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Oyster festival shortcomings upset some
We would like to complain about the Bluff Oyster Festival, first timers we were and would not return, and that was the

opinion of many people we spoke to in the street outside. It was standing room only as we watched hundreds of people cram

into the venue and not a hope of getting near any food or beverage stalls, I felt sorry for a group of Asian holiday makers

standing with platters of food and drinks in their hand and nowhere to put it down to even eat what they had. I believe it was a

sellout of tickets so the organisers knew how many people to expect, so why was there no room to cater for this crowd, we had

to go into Invercargill to get something to eat. EXTREMELY BAD ORGANISATION! Having just returned from the Bluff Oyster

Festival I feel that some serious reflection and soul searching needs to be undertaken by the organisers before next year’s

event.

The major issue with the festival this year was that it was grossly overcrowded, to the point of being very uncomfortable
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and unsafe. To walk in and find the huge crowds of people inside that space was very concerning. The queues to get anything

to eat or drink were massive, and the wait to get to the front of the queues was anything from half an hour to an hour.

Sadly, despite being there at opening time, by the time people were eventually getting to the front of the queue, sought

after food items were becoming sold out.

This was happening before midday, which is just ridiculous. It was near impossible to move around in that space without

being bumped and jostled. To find a table and chairs proved very difficult as there were so many more people than there were

places to sit and try and enjoy the food.

In the event of an emergency incident I would have serious concerns as to how it would have been responded to effectively.

The place was just too full of people. I think that the emergency services need to review how many people should be allowed in

that venue at any one time. With the numbers that were there on Saturday I consider it was unsafe.

These views were widely held by people we interacted with. Whether it was at the event itself, later that day at the hotel, at

breakfast the following morning, or at the airport while awaiting flights home, people from a wide range of parts of New

Zealand were expressing their dissatisfaction. This included people who had been to a number of previous oyster festivals at

Bluff, but after this year’s event they were vowing not to return again. Some have taken to social media to express their views

and they are pretty strong views.

Coming to the festival cost us around $800-$1,000, not including the entry fee. To have spent all that money and to have

had an experience like we did is pretty gutting. Even the food itself was overpriced, when you were lucky enough to be able to

get some. To have to pay $25 for a punnet of Bluff oysters at the home of Bluff oysters seems crazy in the context that they

are $28 in the supermarkets back home, and were on special in our supermarket last week for $14 a dozen. People are paying

a lot of money to come to the festival, paying a decent entry fee, they deserve better once they get in the gate. Let’s hope

things improve for 2017. I hope that whoever receives this email can pass it on to the organisers of this year’s Bluff Oyster and

Food Festival. I noticed that the Facebook page where I and others have posted some feedback regarding the festival had

suddenly disappeared and I can only hope it’s not because the organisers are trying to hide the negative comment.

So. I have decided to write to you directly, and send a copy to the media, in the hope that someone will pay attention to

my feedback, which is mirroring virtually all the other feedback from punters who attended this year’s festival.

Festival committee chairman John Edminstin was quoted as saying everyone was "very, very pleased" with Saturday’s

festivities. Not so, Mr Edminstin. Not in your dreams!

By now after your elation of counting all the dollars that you made out of the festival, you should have returned to reality

and realised that this year was an utter disaster. I don’t know exactly how many people attended the festival, but my guess is

that the number attending was at the very least a thousand more than your venue could take. I find it incredulous that

authorities allowed you to have so many people in your relatively small venue. I believe there was a huge safety risk and you

should count your lucky stars that there wasn’t a fire or something which would have lead people trampling each other to

death. Not to mention, that it made for a very uncomfortable and extremely unsatisfying experience.

How is it acceptable to have so many people in one venue that the average wait for a cup of coffee or a few scallops

amounts to over an hour? We all have paid good money to be at the festival. At $30 per ticket, and not counting the transport

cost for some people from as far afield as Auckland, it was not a cheap exercise. Add to that the fact that the prices of food

inside the venue was equal in price, and in some cases more expensive, than what you would pay for the same product in

supermarkets and fish shops, and you would realise that people were thoroughly exploited.

But all of the above reasons for why it was a total disaster pales in significance compared to the biggest disappointment of

the day . . . the real reason why we were there – the food . . . or rather the lack of it.

How is it possible that vendors are allowed to sell their goods at a venue without being able to supply what is promised.

Some of the food was sold out barely an hour and a half after the venue opened its gates, and by 2.30, with still more than

three hours of festival time left, there was virtually nothing but oysters left.

As we were leaving, we noticed some poor hopefuls were still entering the venue and no doubt still paying full price.

Yes, I admit that there were plenty of oysters. At least those stalls concentrating on oysters delivered what was promised.

But you call it the Bluff Oyster AND FOOD festival . . . and that is why we go there – to have the complete seafood experience.

That is what you promised right?

It’s is not that the stall holders could have been surprised by the turnout. All tickets were sold out days before the event

and the hundreds more inquiries that you received should have alerted everyone to the fact that the demand on food would be

huge.

So, I again ask - how it it possible that stall holders could run out of food? And how can that be acceptable? Actually this

happens almost every year, and one would have thought that by now, you would have learned something.

No doubt the festival will continue to draw big numbers. The hype has been going for many years and people will still fall for

that.

So yes, you can probably afford to ignore my complaint, although I hope some sensible thinking will prevail in coming

years. I for one won’t be coming again any time soon, and I will advice everyone who is considering it next year to save their

money, time and patience for something more worthwhile. We are sorry that some did not enjoy this year’s festival.

Unfortunately, we found ourselves in a situation where, once we announced tickets were sold, we were contacted by many

who had booked flights, accommodation etc, to travel from Australia and all parts of New Zealand but did not have a festival

ticket.



We were left with the problem of being engulfed by those people having spent that amount of money only to not have

tickets. We tried to help them where possible as we felt we could not turn them away.

This meant more people on the site than we had originally intended (although still within numbers permitted on the site).

This situation has been addressed immediately.

There will definitely be a reduction in the number of tickets on sale for 2017 unless we can make more room on the current

site.

Tickets are on sale on Trade Me and at TicketDirect already for next year.

The public are now aware that they could potentially be sold out in advance of next year’s event so we would hope that

anyone booking to travel to the festival will ensure they have festival tickets booked as well.

The extra numbers also put strain on some food stalls. However, there were still some food stalls selling at the very end of

the day.
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